
What's More American Than Parmesan Cheese?
BY BRIAN M. CARNEY

More than half the members of
the U.S. Senate rose in defense of
American dairy last week, in what
could be a sign of how hard it will
be to forge a comprehensive
trans-Atlantic trade deal. -

The trouble comes from the
European Union 's rules concerning
"protected designations of origin"
(PDO) and "protected geographical
indications (PGI)." EU law allows

Plenty, according to the
European Union. And its
complaints could scuttle a
trans -Atlantic trade deal.

producers of many foods-from
Parmesan cheese to prosciutto-to
apply for legal protection for the
names of their products. The Eu-
ropean Commission then decides
whether a name has become ge-
neric or not and then how much
protection a product deserves. So
cheddar gets no protection but
feta does . And to be prosciutto di'
Parma, your ham must not only be
produced near that Itàlian city,
but it must meet a host of re-
quirements on how long it has
been aged, what the pigs have

been fed, and more.
The oft-stated reason for this

is "market failure." Consumers,
the argument goes, .can't be
trusted to distinguish between
"real" Parma ham and cut-rate
knockoffs . But apart from the ob-
vious condescension in this view,
trademark law has already solved
this non-problem.

Suppose a group of Parmesan -
cheese producers in Parma
wanted to advertise that they all
adhere to certain standards in the
prodùction of their cheese.,They
could create a logo, trademark it
and require cheesemakers who
want to use the logo to get certi-
fied. Cheese without the logo
might be better or worse, sell at a
discount or a premium-it would
depend on whether consumers
valued the things that made your
trademarked cheese special.

The EU's PDO/PGZ system is
not merely a substitute for this
sort of trademarking, as can be
seen in thè current controversy
over American "feta," "asiagb,"
"stilton" and "Parmesan." The
EU's official position contends
there is no such thing as Ameri-
can "feta." But snobbery makes
for bad and messy public policy.

This is not just anti-American-
ism. In 1996, the European Com-
mission told Denmark there was
no Danish feta either, sparking a
decade-long battle in Europe. But
America's cheesemakers aren't
about to stop making cheese, or
rename all their cheeses , to please
bureaucrats in Brussels .. And more
than 50 members of the Senate
have now signed a letter objecting
to the EU's negotiating position
on PDOs. That much opposition
would make ratification of a trade
deal impossible.

The European Union long ago
convinced the World Trade Orga-
nization to recognize geographical
indicators as intellectual property
in wine and spirits. And it"has

pushed countries to accept its
rules on other foods wherever it
has negotiated free-trade deals.

The U.S. has also on occasion
recognized place names as being
trademark-able but has never es-
tablished a specific legal regime
for identifying PGIs. And as the
EU is discovering, what's generiç
in one country may have a more-
specific connotation in another.

If the European Union had cho-
sen to rely on traditional trade-
mark law in protecting these
products , rather than creating a
whole new bureaucracy to adjudi-

cate these matters, this problem
would have never arisen.'The pro-
ducers in Parma could have their
logo, and the Parmesan -makers in
Wisconsin could have theirs. Con-
sumers would be free to choose
whether they valued what made
Parmesan from Parma unique.

Instead, the European Commis-
sion faces a steady stream of pro-
tectionist petitions. A story in this
newspaper last week noted that
the Melton Mowbray pork pie is
protected. While plain -old "ched-
dar" wasn't deemed worthy, and
Stilton is (but can't be made in
Stilton, England, weirdly), the
Commission earlier this month
granted "Orkney Scottish Island
Cheddar" protected geographical
indication status. And "West
Country Farmhouse Cheddar" has
been deemed a protected designa-
tion-of origin.

Whether these differences can
be overcome in the name of a
larger free -trade deal is far from
clear. Europe is not about to give

. up its PDO/PGI regime, misguided
as it is. And it seems very unlikely
that U.S. dairy is going to give up
its cheeses. It's a stinker of a
problem, whatever way you slice
it.

Mr. Carney is head of corporate
communications for Rivada Net-
works. -
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